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ABSTRACT 

 
Over the last decade, there is growing interest in condition monitoring of large composite structures. 

Several industrial applications (e.g. Aerospace, Wind industry, Naval industry, Civil infrastructure) are 

looking for reliable methods, capable of investigating damage evolution during the entire lifetime of the 

structures employed. In the Wind Energy (WE) sector, for example, there is a need to decrease the cost of 

the energy production, and therefore they are searching for ways to optimize the Operation and 

Maintenance (O&M) phase of their wind turbines. Since the WE market is moving towards Offshore 

application, the difficulty and thus the cost of O&M is increasing. 

Among all different sensing techniques, condition monitoring using Optical Fiber Sensors (OFS) appear to 

be the most suited, because of their high accuracy (±1 µε), their immunity to electromagnetic interference 

and their small intrusive character when embedded in composite materials [[1]]. Furthermore, OFS 

technology has also been proven useful as a monitoring tool during composite manufacturing [Fout! 

Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.]. 

Although their small intrusive character, still questions are raised on the quality of embedding, the 

position of the sensor after production, and the to be maintained accuracy of the embedded sensor during 

the whole life cycle of the composite structure. The present work, therefore, aims to show the potential of 

micro-computer tomography (µCT) to answer these questions. 

 

High-resolution 3D X-ray micro-tomography is a relatively new technique, which allows investigating the 

internal structure of samples without actually opening or cutting them. The physical parameter, providing 

the information about the structure, is the X-ray attenuation coefficient µ, which depends on the local 

composition of the material of the sample and on the energy of the X-rays. Digital radiographs of the 

sample are made from different orientations by rotating the sample along the scan axis from 0 to 360 

degrees [3]. After collecting all the projection data, the reconstruction process is producing 2D horizontal 

cross-sections of the scanned sample. µCT has some advantages over other non-destructive technology 

(NDT): e.g. the high scanning resolution (~2 µm, strongly focused) allow you to clearly identify the 

damaged zones, the possibility to reconstruct a 3D volume of the investigated region makes it easy to 

interpret, and an important advantage is the possibility to monitor the specimen each time in between two 

fatigue test cycles without the need for a “post-mortem analysis”. The µCT gives you information on the 

embedding process itself: the correct placement of your OFS in the embedding process assures you an 

accurate measurement (correct interpretation of the strain measured), reducing the possibility of having 

asymmetric stresses on your sensor (premature damage). For example, the layup of the composite plays an 

important role in the embedding as can be seen in Fig. 1.  
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In this work, we have fatigue cycled several cross ply carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) laminates 

and followed up the damage evolution around the embedded OFS; a

Figure 1: left, 3D-tomography of three 

fibre. Right, the microbending to which an OF is subjected in a fabric carbon/PPS laminate.

 

In Fig. 2 a high resolution µCT 

transverse crack in the proximity of the OFS, as well as the coating surrounding the OFS is clearly visible.

 

Figure 2: left, 2D cross section taken from a micro

reconstruction of an embedded OFS on a cross
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In this work, we have fatigue cycled several cross ply carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) laminates 

olution around the embedded OFS; all OFS are Ormocer coated.

tomography of three samples [0°,90°]2s carbon pps laminate with in the middle section an embedded optical 

fibre. Right, the microbending to which an OF is subjected in a fabric carbon/PPS laminate. 

In Fig. 2 a high resolution µCT – 2D section and a 3D rendering, respectively

transverse crack in the proximity of the OFS, as well as the coating surrounding the OFS is clearly visible.

2D cross section taken from a micro-CT of an embedded OFS on a cross-ply CFRP

reconstruction of an embedded OFS on a cross-ply CFRP.  

it was shown that the quality of the embedding of an OFS in a CFRP can be 

controlled during the whole life cycle of the composite structure beginning at the stage of the 
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